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Abstract
represented as
,so that
,
, and
[1]. For instance, a rule with the support 70% shows that
70% of the customers at a supermarket to buy cheese, will
also buy bread. The support of a rule is calculated by using
the formula 1:

Association rule mining is one of the most important techniques
of data mining that are used to extract the association patterns
from large databases. Association rules are one of the most
important assets of any organization that can be used for
business development and profitability increase. Association
rules contain sensitive information that threatens the privacy of
its publication and they should be hidden before publishing the
database. The aim of hiding association rules is to delete
sensitive association rules from the published database so that
possible side effects are reduced. In this paper, we present a
heuristic algorithm DCR to hide sensitive association rules. In
the proposed algorithm, two clustering operations are performed
on the sensitive association rules and finally, a bunch of smaller
clusters is chosen to hide. A selection of a smaller bunch of
clusters reduces the changes in the database and side effects.
The results of performing experiments on real databases, shows
the impact of the proposed algorithm on missing rules reduction.
Keywords: Data Mining, Association Rules, Frequent Item-sets,
Privacy Preserving Data Mining, Clustering.
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and Y and | | is the number of transaction in the
database. The rule confidence is 100%. That means 70%
of transactions includes cheese and bread. Confident
measurement is calculated as follows:
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| | is the number of transactions that consist X.
Association rules extracted from a database are divided
into two groups of weak and strong association rules[4]. If
the confidence of an association rule is below the
confidence threshold, it will be called as a weak
association rule, whilst the strong association rule
confidence is equal or above the confidence threshold
which has been defined by the user. The strong association
rules will be classified in two categories of sensitive and
non-sensitive. Sensitive association rules consist important
information and patterns which disclosure of those could
jeopardize the owners of information[4]. So, the sensitive
association rules should be hidden before sharing them.
Hiding sensitive association plays a vital important role in
protecting sensitive knowledge in sharing. The aim of
hiding association rules is to delete sensitive ones in
published database. There are two strategies in hiding
sensitive association rules:

1. Introduction
The vast amount of data produced by organizations;
nevertheless, most of these organizations are faced with
poverty of knowledge. By using data mining tools, hidden
knowledge in the data can be extracted[1]. Nowadays, data
mining has wide applications in various fields such as
marketing, medical analysis, and business[2]. Extracted
data with data mining tools assist individuals and
organizations in taking better decisions and improvement
of business processes[3]. Association rule mining is one of
the most widely used data mining tools which extracts the
dependency patterns from large databases extracted. An
association rule presents the links between items in the
database. Association rule mining consists of two stages:
in the first stage, frequent item sets, by using association
rule mining algorithms such as Apriori Algorithm [1], are
extracted from the large volumes of data, then in the
second stage, association rules are extracted from the set
of frequent items. Consider
*
+ as set of
items, D as Database of transactions and t as each
transaction which
.An association rule will be




LHS support increase
RHS support decrease
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Association rules hiding algorithms can be divided into
three main approaches border-based, exact, and
heuristic[5]. In both border base and exact approach, in
order to reduce the side effects of hiding process, positive
border of frequent items is reformed. Although these two
approaches in hiding sensitive association items are
effective, in some extend, it does not operate pragmatically
in hiding some association rules. Heuristic algorithms to
find the optimal solution is not guaranteed, but basically, a
close solution to the best solution is presented in the
shortest time. Heuristic algorithms use distortion and
blocking to hide sensitive information[6]. In distortion, to
reduce the support or the confidence of sensitive rules
under the threshold, the appropriate items are added, or
removed from the appropriate transaction[7]. In blocking
technique, some items are replaced by unknown or “?”, so
the support or confidence of sensitive rules will be
decreased under the threshold [8]. In recent years, many
heuristic algorithms have been introduced to hide
association rules. These algorithms would change the
original database to reduce the support and confidence of
sensitive rules below the threshold. All these algorithms
suffer from side effects such as Hiding failure (lack of
success in hiding some sensitive association rules), Misses
cost (hiding non-sensitive association rules), and
artifactual rules (Generated new association rules that are
not supported by the database)[5]. The side effects have an
important role in motivating of the proposed algorithm. In
this paper, DCR (Dual Clustering Rules), a heuristic
algorithm for hiding sensitive association rules, is
proposed. DCR clusters sensitive rules based on similarity
in the RHS and LHS of the rules and then the smallest
cluster will be selected for deleting. So that, based on the
smallest cluster, deleting or addition operation will be
performed in order to hide sensitive information in
databases. Selection of the smallest cluster, reduces the
changes in the database and reduce the number of rules
may be missing.
This paper follows as: in section 2, related works will be
examined. In section 3 proposed algorithm will be
introduced. In section 4 the proposed algorithm would be
compared to DSRRC [9], ADSRRC [10], and MDSRRC
[11]. Above all, the outcomes will be evaluated and the
result will be provided in section 5.

In the year of 2001, Saygm et al, proposed two algorithms
to hide sensitive association rules. The first one focuses on
hiding the rules by reducing the minimum support of the
item-sets that generated these rules. The second one
focuses on reducing the minimum confidence of the
rules[12].
In the year 2002, Oliveiraet et al, proposed four algorithm
called Naïve, MinFIA, MaxFIA and IGA to hide sensitive
association rule. Each algorithm selects the sensitive
transactions to sanitize based on degree of conflict. Naïve
Algorithm removes all items of selected transaction
except for the item with the highest frequency in the
database. The MinFIA algorithm selects item with the
smallest support in the pattern as a victim item and it
removes the victim item from the sensitive transactions.
Unlike the MinFIA, algorithm MaxFIA selects the item
with the maximum support in the restrictive pattern as a
victim item. Algorithm IGA groups restricted patterns in
groups of patterns sharing the same item- sets so that all
sensitive patterns in the group will be hidden in one
step[13].
In the year 2004, Verykios et al, presented three
algorithms 1.a, 1.b and 2.a for hiding
sensitive
association rules. Algorithm 1.a hides association rules
by increasing the support of the rule’s antecedent until
the rule confidence decreases below the minimum
confidence threshold. Algorithm 1.b hides sensitive
rules by decreasing the frequency of the consequent until
either the confidence or the support of the rule is below
the threshold. Algorithm 2.a decreases the support of the
sensitive rules until either their confidence is below the
minimum confidence threshold or their support is below
the minimum support threshold. In 1.a algorithm large
number of new frequent item-sets is introduced and,
therefore, an increasing number of new rules are
generated. Algorithm 1.b and 2.a affects number of non
sensitive rules in database due to removal of items from
transaction[14].
In the year of 2005, Wang et al, proposed ISL and DSR
algorithm to hide sensitive association rules. ISL with
increasing support of rules’ LHS, reduces confidence
under the threshold, so the sensitive association rules will
be hidden. DSR decreases the whole rule’s support and
confidence below the threshold to hide sensitive
association rules. Hiding the sensitive items and the
arrangement of database transactions affects the result in
both algorithm operations. DSR has no hiding failure;
notwithstanding, ISL will fail if there is no suitable
transaction to add[15].

2. Related works
Information sharing is often beneficial for database
owners, however, in some cases, it may disclose personal
information. Privacy preserving techniques in data mining,
prevent unauthorized access to information. In this paper
our focus is to hide sensitive association rules. In this
section, algorithms to hide the association rules that have
been introduced in recent years, will be evaluated.

In the year of 2007, Wang et al, proposed two algorithms,
DCIS (Decrease Confidence by Decrease Support) and
DCDS (Decrease Confidence by Decrease Support) to
automatically
hide
collaborative
recommendation
association rules without pre-mining and selection of
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hidden rules. The DCIS algorithm try to increase the
support of left hand side of the rule and algorithms DCDS
try to decrease the support of the right hand side of the
rule[16].

In the year of 2012, Jain et al introduced an algorithm in
which hides sensitive association rules without altering the
support of frequent item-sets. In this algorithm has been
tried to use a new concept named Representative rule, in
which by help of the Representative rule and without any
access to the main database, all sensitive rules can be
inferred. This algorithm changes the position of items,
instead of removing any items in transactions, to hide
association rules. So that causes no modification in
frequent item-sets’ support, size of database, and finally
with less change in database it hides the maximum number
of sensitive association rules. This is due to the existence
of suitable transactions in the database to alter the position
of sensitive items; otherwise hiding process will be
failed[3].

In the year of 2008, Weng et al, proposed FHSAR (Fast
Hiding Sensitive Association Rules)to hide association
rules for fast hiding sensitive association rules. The
algorithm can completely hide given sensitive association
rule by scanning database only once, which significantly
reduced the execution time. In this algorithm correlations
between the sensitive association rules and each
transaction in the original database are analyzed which
can effectively select the proper item to modify[17].
In the year of 2010, Modi et al, introduced DSRRC. In this
algorithm sensitive rules are clustered based on similar
RHS and then hiding operation will be performed. Hiding
Association rules collectively by using clusters instead of
single rules reduces both amounts of changes in the
database and the side effects. DSRRC algorithm after each
change, sorts the database which increases hiding process
time. This algorithm depends on the database orientation
and the result of the outcome will be vary by any
modification in database[9].

3. Proposed algorithm
In this paper, we proposed DCR (Dual Clustering Rules)
to hide association rules. DCR use clustering to minimize
side effects such as hiding failure and misses cost.
Clustering sensitive rules and hiding clusters, instead of
hiding rules individually, reduces the changes in the
database in which it minimizes the side effects. In process
of clustering it should be noticed that the sensitive rules
structure remarkably influences the number of generated
clusters. For instance, consider these sensitive rules as
c  b , d  a , c  a and b  a . If these rules are
clustered based on similar RHS, the clusters will be at
Table 1. So that, two clusters have been generated that in
fact by deleting items of “a” and “b” as enough, these four
sensitive rules will be hidden. Now consider b  a ,
b  c , b  d and c  e . If they are clustered based on
similar RHS, the clusters will be at Table 2. So, four
clusters will be generated which it is necessary to delete
“a”, “c”, “d”, and “e” from the database as enough in order
to hide these sensitive rules; this is clear that clustering
based on similar RHS generates four clusters, while
clustering based on similar LHS generated only two
clusters (Table 3).In the proposed algorithm, two
processes of clustering will be done. That means it clusters
based on both similar RHS and LHS and then the
minimum cluster will be selected. If the numbers of two
clusters are equal, for a decrease of misses cost, clusters
based on similar LHS will be selected. By performing two
clustering processes literally, structural sensitive rules’
effects in clustering and hiding operation have been
decreased.

In the year of 2010, Kumar Jain et al, proposed a heuristic
algorithm for hiding association rules that are based on
ISL and DSR. It operates based on both ISL and DSR
techniques which not only does increase the LHS support,
but also the total support will be decreased. Although, this
algorithm has no failure in hiding, the database will be
changed a lot due to simultaneous reduction of rules’
support and confidence [18].
In the year of 2012, Komal Shah et al, proposed improved

algorithms called ADSRRC and RRLR to reform DSRRC
limitations. ADSRRC, the same as DSSRC, tries to cluster
sensitive rules based on similar RHS. In this algorithm at
first the sensitivity of the transactions is calculated, then
they will be sorted in descending order. For this reason,
arrangements of transactions have no effect on algorithm
result. RRLR has been designed to hide various
association rules with different RHS. In this algorithm by
reducing the confidence of sensitive rules below the
threshold, the process of concealment done. Since these
two algorithms do two sorting operations, they perform
quicker in term of runtime than DSRRC [10].
In the year of 2013, Domadiya et al, proposed MDSRRC to
hide association rules. MDSRRC can hide rules with
multiple RHS and LHS. At first, sensitivity of items in
rules’ RHS calculated and then the most sensitive item
will be selected to delete. MDSRRC, in comparison with
DSRRC, reduces database modification and side effects
with deleting the effective candidate item [11].
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equivalence, they will be sorted based on their length
in ascending order).

Table 1: Clustering based on RHS

Cluster_RHS

3. Light transaction will be selected and based on their
length they will be sorted

Rules

a

,

,

4. Sensitive rules will be clustered based on similar RHS
and then the set of RHS will be generated. The set of
RHS consists sensitive rules’ RHS.

b
Table 2: Clustering based on RHS

Cluster_RHS

5. Sensitive rules will be clustered based on similar LHS
and then the set of LHS will be generated. The set of
LHS consists sensitive rules’ LHS.

Rules

a
c

6. If RHS set is smaller than LHS set (with less
numbers), RHS will be selected for hiding; otherwise
LHS set will be selected.

d
e

7. If RHS set has been selected for hiding, sensitive
rules’ support will be decreased as follow:

Table 3: Clustering based on LHS

Rules

Cluster_LHS

7.1. While all sensitive rules are not hidden, it deletes
RHS item-sets from heavy transactions.

,

b

8. If LHS set has been selected for hiding, sensitive
rules’ confidence with the increasing LHS support of
sensitive rules, will be decreased as follows:

c

3.1 DCR framework

8.1. While all sensitive rules are not hidden, it adds
LHS item-sets in light transactions.

Some important concept used in proposed algorithm are as
follows:






8.2. If all sensitive rules are not hidden (it might
happen that there would be insufficient light
transaction to add LHS item-sets) it shifts to step
4 After clustering unhidden sensitive association
rules based on similar RHS it keeps on the
process from step 7.

Sensitive item: If there is an item in sensitive
rules is called a sensitive item.
Item weight: Number of iterations of any
sensitive item
Transaction weight: The total weight of items in
a transaction.
Heavy transaction: Heavy transaction is the one
that is greater than zero.
Light transaction: Light transaction is the one
that is equal to zero.

4. Illustrative example
In this section for further understanding proposed
algorithm will be described as follows. In Table 4 the
original database is shown. In this example MST=50,
MCT=50, and sensitive rules are
,
,
.
As in table 5 it is presented, at first, items’ weight are
calculated. Then it tries to specify light and heavy
transactions of database. As it follows in Table 6, heavy
transactions are sorted by their weighs in descending order
and then sorted by their length in ascending order
respectively. Similarly, in Table 7 light transactions based
on their length are sorted in ascending order. Ascending
sort by length of transaction ultimately makes changes
smaller on transactions. Modification of smaller
transactions reduces misses cost. For the next step,
sensitive rules after clustering sensitive rules based on

3.2 DCR algorithm
Input: Original database D, Minimum Support Threshold
(MST), and Minimum Confidence Threshold (MCT).
Output: Sanitized database D.
Initialize prerequisites
1.

Measurement of sensitive items (Number of iterations
of any sensitive item will be calculated).
2. Heavy transaction will be sorted based on their weight
in descending order (In condition of weight
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RHS and LHS, their relative sets will be generated. As it is
illustrated in Table 8, RHS set include 3 items or in
another term clustering sensitive rules based on similar
RHS caused 3 clusters. In Table 9, LHS sets are shown, in
which clustering sensitive rules based on similar LHS
generates 2 clusters and LHS set includes two items. So in
here, because LHS set is smaller than RHS set, LHS set
will be selected for hiding and the algorithm decreases
sensitive rule’s confidence by adding LHS item-sets in
light transactions. In table 10, sanitized database specified.

Table 6: Heavy transaction

TID
13
3
2
7
12
15
1
5
10
6
8
9
4
13
3

Table 4: Original database

TID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Item
acd
acdh
abcdefh
abdfg
bcde
abc
cdefh
abcg
bcefg
acdg
bfg
abcde
acdefh
bg
abcdh

Weight

a

1

c

2

e

1

h

1

Lenght
6
7
4
5
5
5
3
4
4
3
4
5
5
6
7

Table 7: Light transaction

TID
14
11

Weight
0
0

Item
bg
bfg

Table 8: Clustering based on similar RHS

Cluster
A
E
H

Table 5: Sensitive item

Sensitive Item

Weight
6
6
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
6
6

rules

RHS={a, e, c}

Table 9: Clustering based on similar LHS

Cluster
C
D

rules

LHS={c,d}
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DSRRC suffer from hiding failure. However, both DCR
algorithm and MDSRRC are devoid of any hiding failure.
Number of missing rules of the DCR algorithm in
comparison of all is remarkably minimized. In all four
algorithms, number of artifactual rules are low, but his
factor in the DCR algorithm in both selection of LHS for
hiding and addition LHS of sensitive rules, will increase.
In the DCR algorithm, hiding process is based on less
changes and modifications of algorithms, so, it has a
noticeable effect on misses cost reduction.

Table 10: Sanitized database

TID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Item
acd
cdh
bcdefh
abdfg
bcde
abc
cdefh
abcg
bcefg
acdg
bfgcd
abcde

13

cdefh

14
15

bgc
abcdh

5. Evaluation of proposed algorithm
In this paper, it has been trying to use DSRRC [9],
ADSRRC[10] , and MDSRRC [11] to evaluate the
proposed algorithm due to similar operation in hiding
association rules. All four algorithms have been examined
on PC with Core i3 CPU, 4 GB Ram, and Windows 7
operating system. The selective database for testing these
algorithms are Chess and Mushroom. Properties of two
databases are as follows:

Fig. 1 Examination result of Mushroom database

In the second stage, the test has been done on Chess
database. These examinations have been repeated with
various support, confidence, and number of sensitive rules.
The average result of four algorithms is presented in figure
2 in which hiding failure in all is zero. Similar to pervious
test, number of missed rules and modifications in DCR
algorithm are less than other three. Number of artifactual
rules in the DCR algorithm due to adding LHS still is
more than other three algorithms.
It can be concluded that, the DCR algorithm in dense and
sparse databases has no hiding failure. And due to dual
clustering process and selection of smallest cluster, it
operates more efficiently than DSRRC, ADSRRC, and
MDSRRC in reduction of misses cost and modifications in
the database.

Table 11: Database properties

Database
Name

Number of
Transaction

Chess

3196

Number of
Item
75

8124

119

Mushroom

Status
Dense
Sparse

In this evaluation three factors (Hiding failure, Misses
cost, and artifactual rules) have been selected. In each test,
support, confidence, the number of sensitive rules and
their types have been defined differently in order to
evaluate
algorithms’
effectiveness
in
different
circumstances.
In the first stage, tests have been operated on the
Mushroom database. In each algorithm, hiding failure,
Misses cost, artifactual
rules, and number of
modifications has been investigated separately. In each test
the value of support, confidence, and number of sensitive
rules are varied and any time it has been repeated from 1
to 10 rules. The average result of algorithms is presented
in figure 1; in which in special situations, ADSRRC and
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method that is used for hiding association rules in this
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